LOVE SOON

Words and Music by
John Mayer and Clay Cook

Intro
Moderately J = 100 ( } \( \frac{1}{4} \) )

G5 Fsus2 C5 D7add4

Verse

Ch. 1: with Rhy. Fig. 1 (4 times)

G5 Fsus2 C5 D7add4

1. I know you've been sworn
   2. Your mother com
      plans

You've need - ing some - one
You have - n't men - tioned

And though I've been warned
And all of your friends
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Pre-Chorus

A

Gsus2

D/F#

Bm7add4

Did you expect to kiss me once?
I understand I wasn't part of the plan.

A

Gsus2

D/F#

Bm7add4

while looking at me with the same eyes,
A dollar short, a minute surely, but ever again?

Esus4

So come on and face it.

Bm7add4

Esus4

E

So come on and face it.

Am7add4

C/D

C5

D5

G5

it's time that we say it.
Chorus

You can cross the line whenever you want to. I'm calling it love soon.

Close your mind and waste some time if you have to. I'm calling it love soon.

It's not about you now.

It's what we are.

It's what we are.
Bridge

G5sus2

Let's bypass the bullshit and move on because the

Em7

minute hand moves faster than you think it does.

A7b5

A7

And by no fault of yours... and by no fault of mine... the

Am7

Bm7

bottom line is laying in the bed that we've been playing in to-

Eb9sus2

F9sus2

Eb9sus2

F9sus2

G5

- night.

C5

D7add4

We've been playing in to-night.

G5

F9sus2

C5

D7add4
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Outro-Chorus

G5

D/F#     Fmaj2

I'm calling it love soon.

Gtr 1

Gtr 1 with Rhy. Fig. 2 (3 times)

G5     D/F#     Fmaj2

You can cross the line whenever you want to. I'm calling it love soon.

G5     D/F#     Fmaj2

Close your mind and wait some time if you have to. I'm calling it love soon.

G

D     A7sus4     Cmaj2

It's not about you now.

Am7     D9     Em9

It's what we are.